Abstract
the best way to confirm the identification of a compound, it is no longer possible to have access to reference standards for the 100s-1000s of substances of interest in complex samples. While mass spectral libraries are growing for high accuracy tandem and MS n spectra, the coverage is still relatively small compared with the number of compounds that could potentially be present in typical samples [4, 5] . Thus, for substances without reference standards or not present in the spectral libraries, the challenge of identification still remains. This has spurred activities in computational mass spectrometry, aimed at proposing tentative identifications for the cases where the mass spectrum is not (yet) in a mass spectral library.
The in silico fragmenter MetFrag, launched in 2010, was one of the first approaches to address this niche for accurate tandem mass spectra in a fast, combinatorial manner [6] . The MetFrag workflow starts by retrieving candidate structures from the compound databases PubChem [7] , ChemSpider [8] or KEGG [9, 10] , or accepting the upload of a structure data file (SDF) containing candidates. Candidates are then fragmented using a bond dissociation approach and these fragments are compared with the product ions in the measured mass spectrum to determine which candidates best explain the measured data. The candidate scoring is a function of the mass to charge ratio (m/z), intensity and bond dissociation energy (BDE) of the matched peaks, while a limited number of neutral loss rules (5 in total) account for rearrangements [6] . Searching PubChem, the original MetFrag (hereafter termed "MetFrag2010" for readability) achieved a median rank of 8 (with an average of 338 candidates per compound) when restricted to a Feb. 2006 version of PubChem, and 31.5 querying PubChem in 2009 (average of 2508 candidates per compound) on a 102 compound dataset from Hill et al. [11] . As PubChem is now double the size of the 2009 version, the candidate ranking becomes more challenging over time due to the increase in numbers of candidates. Thus, innovations are required to improve performance and efficiency.
Other methods for in silico fragmentation are also available. The commercial software Mass Frontier [12] uses rule-based fragmentation prediction based on standard reactions, a comprehensive library of over 100,000 fragmentation rules, or both. The approaches of MetFrag and Mass Frontier are complementary and have been used in combination to support structure elucidation [13, 14] , but Mass Frontier does not perform candidate retrieval or scoring by itself. With increasing amounts of data available, machine learning approaches have been used to train models of the fragmentation process. Heinonen et al. [15] introduced FingerID, which uses a support vector machine to learn the mapping between the mass spectra and molecular fingerprints of the candidates. Allen et al. [16] use a stochastic, generative Markov model for the fragmentation. Implemented in CFM-ID (competitive fragment modelling), this can be used to assign fragments to spectra to rank the candidates, but also to predict spectra from structures alone. The MAGMa algorithm [17] includes information from MS n fragmentation data, but also uses the number of references as an additional scoring term. The latest fragmenter, CSI:FingerID combines fragmentation trees and molecular fingerprinting to achieve up to 39 % Top 1 ranks, outperforming all other fragmenters [18] . The MetFusion [19] approach takes advantage of the availability of spectral data for some compounds and performs a combined query of both MetFrag and MassBank [20] , such that the scores of candidates with high chemical similarity to high-scoring reference spectra are increased.
Lessons from recent critical assessment of small molecule identification contests (CASMI) [21, 22] , which included many of the above-mentioned algorithms, show that the use of smaller, specific databases greatly improves the chance of obtaining the correct answer ranked highly and that the winners gathered information from many different sources, rather than relying on the in silico fragmentation alone. Furthermore, performing candidate selection by molecular formula can risk losing the correct candidate if the formula prediction is not certain, such that an exact mass search can be more appropriate in cases where more than one formula is possible. Despite the progress achieved for in silico fragmentation approaches, there are still some fundamental limitations to mass spectrometry that mean that candidate ranking cannot be solved by fragment prediction alone. For example, mass spectra that are dominated by one or only a few fragments (e.g. a water loss) that can be explained by most of the candidates simply do not contain enough information to distinguish candidates. Further examples and limitations are discussed extensively in [4] .
The aim of MetFrag2.2 was to incorporate many additional features into the original MetFrag in silico fragmenter, considering all the information presented above. Features to explicitly include or exclude combinations of elements and substructures by either filtering or scoring were added. Suspect screening approaches, growing in popularity in environmental analysis [1] , were also incorporated to allow users to screen large databases (i.e. PubChem and ChemSpider) while being able to check for candidates present in smaller, more specific databases (e.g. KEGG [9] , HMDB [23] , STOFF-IDENT [24] , MassBank [20] or NORMAN suspects [25]), enabling users to "flag" potential structures of interest. The number of references, data sources and/or patents for a substance are now accessible via PubChem and/or ChemSpider web services, and a PubChem reference score has already been included in the MAGMa web interface [26] . A high number of literature references or patent listings may indicate that the substance is of high use and thus more likely to be found in the environment. Similarly, a higher number of scientific articles for a metabolite could indicate that this has been observed in biological samples before. Reference information has been shown to increase identification "success" in many cases, for example [17, 27, 28] , by providing additional information completely independent of the analytical evidence. However, as this information can introduce a bias towards known compounds, this information should be incorporated with caution, depending on the experimental context.
Retention time information is often used for candidate selection in LC/MS. Unlike the retention index (RI) in GC, where the Kovats RI [29] is quite widely applied, there is not yet an established RI per se for LC/MS despite a high interest. Instead, where a reverse phase column is used for the LC method, the octanol-water partitioning coefficient (log P) and retention times (RT) of substances can be correlated due to the column properties [30] . The log P of the measured standards can be predicted with various software approaches and correlated with the retention times (see e.g. [31] for an overview on different methods). This has already been used in candidate selection (e.g. [13, [32] [33] [34] ), with various log P predictions. The orthogonal information proved useful despite the large errors associated with the predictions (e.g. over 1 log unit or up to several minutes retention time window depending on the LC run length). These are due to uncertainties in log P prediction that are common among different prediction implementations when considering a broad range of substances with different (and many) functional groups and ionization behaviour. As the Chemical Development Kit (CDK [35, 36] ) offers log P calculations, this can be incorporated within MetFrag2.2. Alternative approaches with log D, accounting for ionization, or those requiring more extensive calculations (e.g. [37] [38] [39] ) can be included via a user-defined score, described further below.
This article details the developments and improvements that have been made to MetFrag since the original publication, including a detailed evaluation on several datasets and specific examples to demonstrate the use of MetFrag2.2 in small molecule identification.
Implementation

MetFrag architecture
MetFrag2.2 is written in Java and uses the CDK [35] to read, write and process chemical structures. To start, candidates are selected from a compound database based on the neutral monoisotopic precursor mass and a given relative mass deviation (e.g. 229.1089 ± 5 ppm), the neutral molecular formula of the precursor or a set of database-dependent compound accession numbers. Currently, the online databases KEGG [9, 10] , PubChem [7] or ChemSpider [8] can be used with MetFrag2.2, as well as offline databases in the form of a structure data file (SDF) or, new to MetFrag2.2, a CSV file that contains structures in the form of InChIs [40] together with their identifiers and other properties. Furthermore, MetFrag2.2 is able to query local compound database systems in MySQL or PostgreSQL, as performed in [41] .
MetFrag2010 considered the ion species The overall score of a given candidate is calculated as shown in Eq. 1.
The final candidate score S C Final is the weighted sum of all single scoring terms used, where the weights given by ω i specify the contribution of each term. All S C scoring terms used to calculate S C Final are normalized to the maximum value within the candidate result list for a given MS/MS input. The calculation of individual scoring terms are detailed in the subsections below; all terms besides S C Frag are new to MetFrag2.2.
A variety of output options are available. Output SDFs contain all compounds with a structure connection table and all additional information stored in property fields. For the CSV and XLS format, the structures are encoded by SMILES [42] and InChI codes, while an extended XLS option is available that includes images of the compounds and/or fragments. In all cases the compounds are sorted by the calculated score by default.
(1)
In silico fragmentation refinements
The in silico fragmentation part of MetFrag2.2 has undergone extensive algorithmic and scoring refinements. The fragmentation algorithm still uses a top-down approach, starting with an entire molecular graph and removing each bond successively. However, the generated fragments are now stored more efficiently by using only the indexes of removed bonds and atoms, similar to the MAGMa approach [43] . This not only increases processing speed and decreases memory usage, but still allows the fast calculation of the masses and molecular formulas of each fragment. This makes it possible to process MS/ MS spectra with higher tree depths to generate reliable fragments for molecules with complex ring structures with lower CPU and memory requirements. As a result, fragment filters such as the molecular formula duplicate filter used in MetFrag2010 to decrease the number of generated structures were no longer required, their removal reduces the risk of missing a potentially correct fragment. The calculation of the fragmentation score, S C Frag , modified from the score given in [6] , is shown in Eq. 2 for a given candidate C:
For each peak p matching a generated fragment, the relative mass RelMass p and intensity RelInt p as well as the sum of all cleaved bonds b of the fragment f assigned to p are considered. Where more than one fragment could be assigned to p, the fragment with the lowest denominator value is considered. In contrast to Eq. 2, the MetFrag2010 scoring used the difference between 1/max(w c ) and 1/max(e) · e c , which could lead to negative scores if the BDE penalty was large. The weights α, β and γ were optimized on a smaller subset of spectra from Gerlich and Neumann [19] that was not used further in this work including merged MassBank IPB (PB) and RIKEN (PR) MS/MS spectra and were set to α = 1.84, β = 0.59 and γ = 0.47. Once S C Frag has been calculated for all candidates within a candidate list, it is normalised so that the highest score is one.
Compound filters, element and substructure options
The unconnected compound filter was already implemented in MetFrag2010 to remove salts and other unconnected substances that could not possibly have the correct neutral mass from the candidate list. InChIKey filtering has now been added to reduce candidate redundancy due to stereoisomerism, as stereoisomers inflate candidate numbers but cannot (usually) be distinguished with MS/MS. The InChIKey filtering is performed using the first block, which encodes the molecular skeleton (or
, but not the stereochemistry. While this is generally reasonable, some tautomers may have differing InChIKey first blocks (see e.g. [40] ), such that not all tautomers will be filtered out. The highest-scoring stereoisomers overall with a matching first block are retained. Element restrictions have been added to enhance the specificity of the exact mass search. Three options are available to restrict the elements considered: (a) include only the given elements, (b) the given elements have to be present, but other elements can also be present (as long as they are not explicitly excluded) and (c) exclude certain elements. Options (b) and (c) can be used in combination. These filters can be used for example to incorporate isotope information (e.g. Cl, S) that has been detected in the full scan (MS1) data.
Substructure restrictions allow the inclusion and exclusion of certain molecular substructures, encoded in SMARTS [44] . Each substructure is searched independently, thus overlapping substructures can also be considered. This option is particularly useful for cases where detailed information about a parent substance is known (e.g. transformation product, metabolite elucidation), or complementary substructure information is available from elsewhere (e.g. MS2Analyzer [45] or other MS classifiers [13]). Candidates containing certain substructures can either be included and/or excluded prior to fragmentation, or scored differently. To calculate a score, the number of matches in the inclusion or exclusion list containing n substructures are added per candidate as given in Eq. 3 (where M i = 1, if substructure i matches candidate C from the given candidate list L or 0 otherwise):
The inclusion (S C Incl ) and/or exclusion (S C Excl ) score(s) per candidate are then calcualted as shown in Eq. 4:
where max C ′ ∈L (N C ′ Match ) is the maximal value of N C Match within the candidate list and the scores S C Incl or S C Excl are set to 0 when max
Additional substance information Reference and patent information
While the reference and patent information is represented by the placeholder term ω Refs · S C Refs in Eq. 1, the score can either be composed of several terms or added as a combined term, as described below.
If the query databases is PubChem, the number of patents (PubChemNumberPatents, PNP) and PubMed references (PubChemPubMedCount, PPC) are retrieved for each candidate via the PubChem PUG REST API [46] . These values result in the scoring terms S C PNP and S C PPC , which can be weighted individually, or a combined term with either or both parameters. For the latter, first, a cumulative reference term is calculated as shown in Eq. 5, before the PubChem combined reference score (S C PCR ) is calculated for candidate C in candidate list L as shown in Eq. 6 for PubChem:
For ChemSpider, five values with reference information can be retrieved using the ChemSpider web services [47] ), including the number of data sources (ChemSpiderDataSourceCount, CDC), references (ChemspiderReferenceCount, CRC), PubMed references (ChemSpiderPubMedCount, CPC), Royal Society for Chemistry (RSC) references (ChemSpiderRSCCount, CRSC) and external references (ChemSpiderExternalReferenceCount, CERC). Any combination of these reference sources can be used and weighted individually, yielding the score terms S C CDC , S C CRC , S C CPC , S C CRSC and S C CERC . Alternatively, the ChemSpider Combined Reference Scoring term (S C CCR ) can be calculated, as shown below in Eqs. 7 and 8:
The corresponding command line terms are given in the additional information (see Additional files 1, 2, 3).
Suspect lists
Additional lists of substances (so-called "suspect lists") can be used to screen for the presence of retrieved candidates in alternative databases. The suspect lists are input as a text file containing InChIKeys (one key per line) for fast screening. The first block of the InChIKey is used to determine matches. Example files are available from [25] . This "suspect screening" can be used as an inclusion filter (include only those substances that are in the suspect list) or as an additional scoring term for the ranking of the candidates, yielding the term ω Suspects · S C Suspects given in Eq. 1.
Retention time score via log P
The retention time (RT) scores offered within MetFrag2.2 are based on the correlation of log P and user-provided RT information. The RTs must be associated with sufficient analytical standards measured under the same conditions as the unknown spectrum (a minimum of ten data points are recommended, depending on the distribution over the chromatographic run). By default, the log P is calculated using the XlogP algorithm in the CDK library [36, 48, 49] . Alternatively, if PubChem is used as a candidate source, the XLOGP3 value retrieved from PubChem can also be used [50] . The user-provided RTs and their associated log P values comprise a training dataset to generate a linear model between RT and the log P, shown in Eq. 9, where a and b are determined using least squares regression:
This equation is then used to estimate log P Unknown , given the measured RT associated with the unknown spectrum, and compared with log P C calculated for each candidate. It is imperative that the log P calculated for each candidate arises from the same source as the log P used to build the model in Eq. 9. Lower log P deviations result in a higher score for a candidate; the score is calculated using density functions assuming a normal distribution with σ = 1.5 (chosen arbitrarily), as shown in Eq. 10:
Alternative log P values that are not available within MetFrag2.2 can also be used to establish a model and calculate a different S C RT in a two-step approach. First, MetFrag2.2 can be run either with or without one of the built-in models, so that candidates and all other scores can be obtained. The InChIs or SMILES in the output CSV, or structures in the output SDF can then be used by the user to calculate their own log P values. These should be included in the output CSV or SDF using the "UserLogP" tag (or a self-defined alternative) and used as input for MetFrag2.2 with the Local Database option and a RT training file containing retention times and the user log Ps with the column header matching the tag in the results file. The values a and b in Eq. 9 are then determined and used to calculate S C RT for the final scoring. Alternative RT models that do not use log P should be included as a "user-defined score", as described below.
User-defined scoring functions
The final term in Eq. 1, ω n · S C n , represents the "userdefined scoring function", which allows users to incorporate any additional information into the final candidate scoring. The MetFrag2.2 output (InChIs, SMILES, SDF)
can be used to calculate additional "scores" for the candidates using external methods and these scores can be reimported with the candidates and all other MetFrag2.2 scores in the pipe-separated (|) format for final scoring. The scores and weights are matched from the column headers in the input file and the parameter names added to the score list. The commands are given in a additional table (see Additional files 1, 2, 3), with an example ("terbutylazine and isomers") below.
Results and discussion
The changes to MetFrag2.2 were evaluated on several datasets, described in the following. Further examples are given to demonstrate the use of different new features. Unless mentioned otherwise, candidate structures were retrieved from the compound databases PubChem and ChemSpider in June, 2015. If not stated explicitly, the datasets were processed with a relative and absolute fragment mass deviation of 5 ppm and 0.001 Da, respectively. The resulting ranks, if not specified explicitly, correspond to pessimistic ranks, where the worst rank is reported in the case where the correct candidate has the same score as other candidates. Stereoisomers were filtered to keep only the best scored candidate based on the comparison of the first part of the candidates' InChIKeys. The expected top ranks calculated as in Allen et al. [16] , which handles ties of equally scored candidates in a uniformly random manner, are also given when comparing the two in silico fragmenters. This demonstrates the effect of equally scored candidates on ranking results. The datasets from Eawag and UFZ used in this publication arose from the measurement of reference standard collections at Eawag and UFZ, which comprise small molecules of environmental relevance such as pharmaceuticals and pesticides with a wide range of physicochemical properties and functional groups, and also include several transformation products which typically have lower reference counts. All spectra are publicly available in MassBank.
In Silico fragmentation performance Comparison with MetFrag2010
The merged spectra from 102 compounds published in Hill et al. [11] , also used in [6, 19] , formed the first evaluation set. The candidate sets from Gerlich and Neumann [19] were used as input for MetFrag2.2 and processed with consistent settings: relative mass deviation of 10 ppm and absolute mass deviation of 0 Da, i.e. no absolute error, for a direct comparison with MetFrag2010. With MetFrag2.2, the median rank improved from 18.5 to 14.5, while the number of correct ranked candidates in the top 1, 3 and 5 improved from 8 to 9, 20 to 24 and 28 to 34, respectively.
Baseline performance on Orbitrap XL Dataset
A set of 473 LTQ Orbitrap XL spectra resulting from 359 reference standards formed the second dataset. The spectra were measured at several collision energies with both collision-induced ionization (CID) 35 and higherenergy CID (HCD) 15, 30, 45 , 60, 75 and 90 normalized units (see [51] for more details) coupled with liquid chromatography (LC) with a 25 min program on an Xbridge C18 column. The raw files were processed with RMassBank [51, 52] , yielding the "EA" records in MassBank. These spectra were merged using the mzClust_hclust function in xcms [53] 
. This is also indicated by the higher relative ranking positions (RRP) [19] retrieved by MetFrag2.2 where a value of 1 marks the best possible result and 0 the worst possible result. Note that the version used here is 1-RRP as defined in Kerber et al. [54] and Schymanski et al. [55] . The results show that the algorithmic refinements improved the baseline in silico fragmentation performance, although it is difficult to tell which of the changes had the greatest influence.
Comparison with CFM-ID using Orbitrap XL Dataset
The same dataset of 473 merged spectra and the corresponding PubChem candidate sets were used as input for CFM-ID [16] As CFM-ID and MetFrag2.2 use independent in silico fragmentation approaches, one can hypothesize that the combination of the approaches should improve the results further. To demonstrate this, the CFM-ID results were incorporated into MetFrag2.2 by introducing an additional scoring term ω CFM-ID · S C CFM-ID , where S C CFM-ID defines the normalized CFM-ID probability of candidate C. Different contributions of each fragmenter relative to another was determined by randomly drawing 100 combinations of ω Frag and ω CFM-ID such that (ω Frag + ω CFM-ID = 1). The best results, shown in Table 1 , were obtained with ω Frag = 0.67 and ω CFM-ID = 0.33 , where the change in number 1 ranks with weight is shown in Additional file 4. With this best combination, the number of Top 1 ranks improved from 30 to 61, while the median rank improved to 8. This shows that the combination of independent fragmentation methods can indeed yield valuable improvements to the results, shown again in the next paragraph after including the additional information. Further validation was beyond the scope of the current article, as further improvements could be made by retraining CFM-ID on Orbitrap data, but would be of interest in the future.
Adding retention time and reference information Parameter selection on Orbitrap XL Dataset
The next stage was to assess the effect of references and retention time information on the MetFrag results.
Firstly, each score term (i.e. fragmenter, retention time and/or reference information) was either included or excluded by setting the weight (ω Frag , ω RT , ω Refs ) to 1 or 0, to assess the impact of the various combinations on the number of correctly-ranked number 1 substances. The results are shown in Table 2 . The best result was obtained when all three "score terms" (fragmenter, RT and references) were included in candidate ranking. For PubChem, both RT/log P models (CDK XlogP and XLOGP3 from PubChem directly) were assessed and thus two sets of results are reported. The reference information was included using the combined reference scores introduced in Eqs. 6 and 8, where all combinations of the reference values described above (1-2 for PubChem, 1-5 for ChemSpider, i.e. 3 and 31 combinations in total, respectively), were used to form a cumulative total reference term, shown in Eq. 5 for PubChem and Eq. 7 for ChemSpider. The best results were achieved with PubChem when using both patents and PubMed references (S C PNP+PPC ; a 1 = 1, a 2 = 1), while for ChemSpider using the ReferenceCount, ExternalReferenceCount and the DataSourceCount (S C CRC+CERC+CDC ) proved best, i.e. Table 2 contains the number of Top 1 ranks for each combination of ω Frag , ω RT , ω Refs ∈ {0, 1}. The results show clearly that, while references alone result in over 311 top 1 ranks (65 % for PubChem), the addition of both fragmentation and retention time information improves the results further, to 69 % of candidates ranked first (PubChem) and even 87 % of candidates ranked first (ChemSpider). For PubChem the distribution of the number of CombinedReferences (including patents and PubMed references) for the 359 queries of the (unique) correct candidates is shown in Additional file 5. Following this, the combination of each scoring term was assessed by randomly drawing 1000 different weight combinations such that (ω Frag + ω RT + ω Refs = 1 ) to determine the optimal relative contributions of each term for the best results. This was performed for all combinations of reference sources (3 for PubChem, 31 for ChemSpider). The best result was obtained again when using both patents and PubMed references for PubChem (S C PNP+PPC ; a 1 = 1, a 2 = 1), but using only the ReferenceCount (S C CRC ;
The results are summarized in Table 3 (including the weight terms) and shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for PubChem and ChemSpider respectively. These triangle plots show the top 1 candidates for all ω i combinations, colour-coded (black-0 % of the correct candidates ranked first, yellow-10 0 % of the correct candidates ranked first) with the ω i per category increasing in the direction of the arrow. Each corner is ω i = 1. The 25th and 75th percentiles are shown to give an idea of the distribution of the ranks. The equivalent plots for the number of top 5 and top 10 ranks are given in Additional files 6, 7, 8 and 9. Although the results from (ω Frag , ω RT , ω Refs ∈ {0, 1}) above indicated that the term S C CRC+CERC+CDC yielded the best result for ChemSpider with 411 top 1 ranks, S C CRC yielded 410 top 1 ranks for the same calculations, indicating that there is little difference between the two combinations. Using the randomly-drawn weights, the top 1 ranks improved to 420 (ChemSpider) and 336 (PubChem). This proves without a doubt that the addition of reference and retention time information drastically improves the performance, going from 22 to 89 % top 1 ranks (ChemSpider) and 6.3 to 71 % (PubChem).
As above, it was interesting to investigate whether the addition of a complementary fragmentation technique, i.e. CFM-ID, would improve the results even further. MetFrag2.2 and CFM-ID were combined with retention time and reference information using 1000 randomly drawn combinations of ω Frag , ω CFM-ID , ω RT and ω PNP+PPC such that (ω Frag + ω CFM-ID + ω RT + ω PNP+PPC = 1). The results, shown in Table 3 , indicate that the PubChem results can be improved further, to 343 top 1 ranks (73 %). This is a drastic improvement from the performance of both original fragmenters alone, with CFM-ID alone yielding between 10 and 12 % top 1 hits (expected rank) in their original publication [16] with an older PubChem, the combination of both fragmenters alone yielding 15 % (expected rank) here. These combined results are also drastically better than the latest in silico fragmentation results just published for CSI:FingerID. Dührkop et al. [18] investigated each individual fragmenter currently available and compared the results with 
Cross-evaluation on additional datasets
As the RT and reference scores are very subjective to experimental context, MetFrag2.2 now contains so many tuneable parameters that it will be beneficial to users when a few default cases are suggested. Thus, once the optimal reference source combinations were determined as described above, alternative datasets were used to redetermine the optimal weights ω Frag , ω RT and ω Refs to investigate the variation over different datasets. Three sufficiently large datasets available on MassBank contained good quality MS/MS and RT data, all processed with RMassBank [51] . UF dataset: A susbset of the 2758 UFZ Orbitrap XL records were acquired on an Kinetex Core-Shell C18 column from Phenomenex with a 40 min chromatographic program (all others were direct infusion experiments). The overlap between the UFZ and Eawag datasets was larger, with 97, 16 and 21 substances in common between the UFZ and EA, EQEx and EQExPlus datasets, respectively. The overlap was determined using the first block of the InChIKey. As the spectral and retention time data for the substances in the individual datasets were processed independently with different collision energies and ionization modes, none of the overlapping substances were removed from the datasets. The retention times extracted from the MassBank records per substance were used to establish the RT-log P model (see Eq. 9) for each dataset independently based on a tenfold cross-validation.
The influence of the different parameters was assessed for each dataset by setting ω Frag , ω RT and ω Refs to either 0 or 1 again; these results are presented in Table 4 . As above, the performance improved from between 2 and 9 % of the candidates ranked first using fragmentation alone, through to 64-82 % ranked first when all ω x were weighted equally, although the results varied quite dramatically between the datasets. The 473 spectrum dataset used above thus fell within this range.
Similarly, the optimization of ω Frag , ω RT and ω Refs was performed again for each dataset independently using the 1000 randomly-drawn weights. The results are presented in Table 5 and show that the percentage of top 1 ranks varies widely between the datasets, from 63 to 82 %; the 
Specific examples
As the additional features are more difficult to evaluate using large datasets, individual examples are presented below to demonstrate the flexibility of MetFrag2.2 command line (CL), with the corresponding commands give in a different font. Lists of the available parameters are given in Additional files 1, 2 and 3. These examples serve to show how MetFrag2.2 can also be adjusted by the user to explore individual cases in greater detail than during e.g. a high-throughput screening.
Gathering evidence for unknown 199.0428
During the NORMAN Collaborative Non-target Screen- Firstly, the following parameter combination was used, taking the unknown MS/MS peak list from the second participant: ChemSpider exact mass search, fragment error 0.001 Da + 5 ppm, tree depth 2, unconnected compound and InChIKey filter, filter included elements = C, S (as isotope signals were detected in the full scan), experimental RT = 6.20 min, an RT training set of 355 InChIs and RTs measured on the same system and score weights of 1 (fragmenter and RT score) Table 6 , along with a summary of the information retrieved. The clear top match, ethyl p-toluenesulfonate (CSID 6386, shown to the left) was unlikely to be correct, as the MS/MS contained no evidence of an ethyl loss and also had a clear fragment peak at m/z 79.9556, corresponding with an SO 3 H group (thus eliminating alkyl sulfonates from consideration). MetFrag2.2 was run again with the SMARTS substructure inclusion filter, which resulted in 31 candidates but with the same top matching structure. However, adding the SMARTS S(=O)(=O)OC to the exclusion list eliminates the alkyl sulfonate species and resulted in 18 candidates, where the top candidate was now the originally proposed (and rejected) identification mesitylenesulfonic acid, shown in the middle of Table 6 . The next matches were substitution isomers. Referring to the MS/MS again, another large peak was present at m/z 183.0115, which is often observed in surfactant spectra corresponding with a p-ethyl benzenesulfonic acid moiety. Running MetFrag2.2 again with a substructure inclusion of CCc1ccc(cc1)S(=O)(=O)O yielded only two candidates, 4-isopropylbenzenesulfonic acid (S C Final = 2.5, CSID 6388), shown to the right in Table 6 and 4-propylbenzenesulfonic acid (S C Final = 2.0, CSID 5506213).
To check the relevance of the proposed candidates in an environmental sample, a "suspect screening" was performed. The STOFF-IDENT database [24] contains over 8000 substances including those in high volume production and use in Europe registered under the European REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of CHemicals) Legislation. The STOFF-IDENT contents were downloaded (February 2015) and the SMILES were converted to InChIKeys using OpenBabel and given as input to MetFrag as a suspect list. Of the 134 original candidates, only one, 4-isopropylbenzenesulfonic acid, was tagged as being present in the STOFF-IDENT database. This gives additional evidence that indeed 4-isopropylbenzenesulfonic acid is the substance behind the unknown spectrum, however it has not been possible to confirm this identification at this stage due to the lack of a sufficiently pure reference standard.
Terbutylazine and isobars
The example of terbutylazine (CSID 20848, see Table 7) shows how MetFrag2.2 can help in gathering the evidence supporting the identification of isobaric substances. Terbutylazine and secbutylazine (CSID 22172) often co-elute in generic non-target chromatographic methods and have very similar fragmentation patterns, but can usually be distinguished from the other common triazine isobars propazine (CSID 4768) and triethazine (CSID 15157) via MS/MS information. However, during the NORMAN non-target screening collaborative trial [1] , all four substances were reported as potential matches for the same mass, showing clearly the danger of suspect screening based only on exact mass. For this example, the merged [M + H] + MS/MS spectrum of terbutylazine from the EA dataset above (EA02840X) was used as a peak list to run MetFrag2.2, as the correct answer is clear with a reference spectrum. Table 7 shows the data for the four substances mentioned above plus the top match based on fragmentation data alone, N-butyl-6-chloro-N ′ -ethyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine (CSID 4954587, given the synonym "nButylazine" hereafter to save space). ChemSpider was used to perform an exact mass search, resulting in a total of 112 structures (data from only five are shown). Five scores were used, all with weight 1: FragmenterScore, ChemSpiderReferenceCount, RetentionTimeScore, SuspectListsScore and SmartsSubstructureInclusionScore. To show the inclusion of external log P calculations, ChemAxon JChem for Excel [56] was used to predict log P and log D at pH 6.8 (the pH of the chromatographic program used) for a training dataset of the 810 substances in the Eawag database on MassBank. The log P and log D predictions were then performed externally for all MetFrag candidates on the dominant tautomeric species and added to the MetFrag CSV file for final scoring. The scores, shown in Table 7 , showed that different candidates were the best match for different categories, indicated in italics. The candidates are ordered by the number of references. As above, STOFF-IDENT was used as a suspect list and all four of the substances reported by trial participants were indeed in STOFF-IDENT. However, Table 7 clearly shows that two can be eliminated using S C Frag and substructure matches (as the MS/MS clearly displays the loss of a C 2 H 5 and C 4 H 9 group, indicating these are likey attached to a heteroatom, in this case N). Although secbutylazine is scored lower than terbutylazine, the reference count is the main influence here and both substances could be present in an environmental sample-depending on the context. The large dataset evaluations show that MetFrag2.2 is suitable for high-throughput workflows, with a relatively quick runtime. On the other hand, the detailed examples shows how the various features of MetFrag2.2 can be used to investigate the top candidates in more detail and enhance the interpretation of the results, including the inclusion of external RT/log P and/or log D information that cannot be calculated within MetFrag2.2 (e.g. due to license restrictions, as in the case of ChemAxon).
Conclusions
In many cases additional information is available and needed from the experimental context to complement small molecule identification, especially where the mass spectrum alone is not sufficient for candidate 
results for terbutylazine and four isobars
The predicted log P and log D from the retention time was 3.17 and 2.18 using a training set of 810 substances calculated externally with ChemAxon and added to MetFrag2.2 via the UserLogP option. Included substructure SMARTS were N[CH 2 ][CH 3 ], NCCCC, NC(C)CC, NC(C)(C)C a Name synonym assigned for space reasons. The values in italics indicates the best result per category. Structures overlaid with the included substructure were generated with AMBIT [57] . See 
